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The Effect of Country of Origin Reputation on Buyer Trust of Changhong China Electronic Products

Pengaruh Reputasi Negara Asal (Country of Origin Reputation) terhadap Kepercayaan (Trust) pada Pembeli Produk Elektronik Merek Changhong China
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Abstract

Since there have many kind of international product come to Indonesia so the Indonesian consumers have many option to select and to trust that product. Country of origin reputation can act as a mechanism in source of information when deciding to choose between products and companies from different countries. The questionnaires country of origin reputation and trust is spread over 100 buyers of electronic products with Changhong brand from China. Based on analysis result, it is know that determinant coefficient (R2) country of origin reputation influence of trust by 8% and the t value of 2.993 with a significance level of 0.003. This indicates that the variable country of origin reputation influences the variable trust. Regression coefficient of X is obtained by (+) 0.340 indicating a positive effect of the country of origin reputation of the trust. It states that any increase in country of origin reputation will improve the trust.
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